
 

 

17th June 2022 

Ladygrove Weekly 
Recognition 

Please remember your child will only be mentioned in publications if you have given consent for their name to appear. Please   
contact the school office if you wish to change your preferences. 

 

Star of the Week 

AS - The whole of reception 1 for following the smart 
code and making our trip to Edgmond Hall enjoyable. 

EB - The whole of reception 2 for following the SMART 
code and making our trip to Edgmond Hall enjoyable. 

JJ - Jessica R for coming into school with a smile on her 
face everyday and making other people happy. 

BH - Lacey-Grace for always being such a kind and     
caring member of class 6.  

SC - Ted S for really trying his best with his writing & 
Hayden M for his improved concentration and effort      
within his work.  

CT - Ella H for trying really hard with her reading. Well 
done! 

VT - Jake A for being so resilient when facing things that 
are tricky!  

AH - Emily S for showing true kindness to other this 
week in school. 

GC - All of the children in class 9 for working hard on 
their times tables check. 

RW - All of the boys and girls in class 3 for being true 
tough tortoises when completing their multiplication 
check test. 

DD - Lacey S for some super answers to comprehension 
questions in Whole Class Reading. 

MT - Ethan R for showing great leadership with his group 
in English.  

EC - Alyssia R for showing an increased maturity        
towards all aspects of school life.  

 

Learner of the week 

BH - Norah C for showing excellent determination and 
resilience in maths this week. 

JJ - Rilly S for her fantastic understanding of              
partitioning numbers within 100! 

SC - Alfred S for trying his best with his handwriting.  

CT - Isabelle S for excellent number bonds work.  

VT - Ola K for being so resilient in her maths even 
though she found it tricky. 

AH - Caleb D for being a tough tortoise in his learning 
and being super focused this week! 

GC - Talia Paige S for being a team Ant helping people 
on the playground. 

RW - Lily S for being a member of team ant and       
helping others on her table.  

DD - Alfie G for being a reflective, independent learner 
– knowing what he needs to do next to further his 
learning. 

MT - Adrian A for being a resilient member of Team Ant 
in English. 

EC - Olly C for contributing thoughtful ideas and       
showing great focus during lessons.  

CE - Jack S for his consistent reading at home and for 
always displaying a wonderful reading record.  

 

 

 

 

Keep up the hard work 

Well Done 

Happy       
Birthday 

 

AH - Nevaeh H 

VT - Annabelle D 

AS - Amelia H 

DD - Keya S 

MT - Amelia Lily G 

JJ - Rilly S 

AH - Jake W 

EC - Sebastian D 

EB - Ellesse K 

SC - Harley W 

 

Top Class              
Attendance 

 
1st - DD/Class 10 

2nd - EC/Class 8 

3rd - MT/Class 11 

Every day counts,  

every minute matters! 

Adult Star of 
the Week 

Kindness at 

Lunchtime 

Award 

DD - Marion A 

DD - Caleb M 

DD - Finlay W 

DD - Gus T-N 

DD - Alfie G 

Mrs Williams for 
her amazing                      

Dig for Dawley             
artwork. 

 

Keep being   
amazing! 


